Texton segregation by associated differences in global and local luminance distribution.
Perceptual segregation of visual textures has been attributed to certain features ('textons') such as (elongated) blobs of given size and orientation, line crossings, and line ends. Differences in the spatial distribution of these features were assumed to be detected pre-attentively and to provide the instantaneous impression of segregating texture areas and of borders between them. This paper questions the validity of this general view and, in particular, the role of some of these features in texture discrimination. It is demonstrated that for some textons, perceptual segregation is independent of detection and discrimination of the texton itself. In addition, segregation can be strongly affected by positional or luminance jitter of texture elements or by other modifications that change the luminance distribution in the pattern but do not affect the supposed texton differences. From the textons reported in the literature, only differences in orientation were found to be fairly robust against such modifications.